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Several changes have taken place in the UAMS Library recently and some others will happen soon. They are as follows:

- Interlibrary loans will cost $5 per item effective January 1, 2005. This charge was instituted to cover the increasing costs of interlibrary loans. Copyright fees are assessed whenever we borrow more than five articles from a specific journal title within a calendar year, and the libraries from which we borrow items usually charge a fee for providing the item to us. Copyright fees vary widely, and if the fee is going to be more than $30, the additional cost above $30 will be passed on to the requestor as well (requestors will be notified in advance if additional fees will be incurred).
- The subscription to Science Citation Index will be cancelled effective January, 2005. There are several alternative ways to obtain the information contained in SCI. See the article elsewhere in this issue for more information.
- The UAMS Library Computer Use Policy for Visitors (www.library.uams.edu/policy/visitcomp.aspx) has been revised. The Library currently provides four computers which may be used by visitors who wish to search for biomedical information. The revisions to the policy include the prohibition of the use of these four “visitors” computers for course management tools, such as WebCT or Blackboard. UAMS personnel can continue to use other computers in the Library for online courses.
- The After-Hours Access to the UAMS Library policy (www.library.uams.edu/policy/afterhours.aspx) has been revised to more clearly state that after-hours access to the Library is only to be provided for UAMS personnel in the case of clinical emergencies. The revised policy, which is posted on the Library’s website and on the main entrance to the Library, outlines the steps to be taken when after-hours access is needed.
- Journals can no longer be checked out of the Library. This policy was implemented in October to make materials more readily available when needed.
- Overdue fines of $1 per day per book or audiovisual item were instituted in October as well, and items are now being returned more promptly.
- Wireless access to the Internet was added in the Library recently. See www.library.uams.edu/newsletter/lnl04/july_aug/news.htm for more information about this popular service.

Mary L. Ryan,
UAMS Library Director
FAREWELL TO MARGARET JOHNSON

Margaret Johnson will retire on December 31, 2004, after more than 33 years of dedicated service to the UAMS Library. She began her career at the UAMS Library in August of 1971 in the interlibrary loan department. Several years later, she became the Head of Document Access Services, which included interlibrary loan and circulation.

In 2001, Margaret was named as the Head of the UAMS Library’s Historical Research Center, which includes responsibilities for the history of medicine and archives collections, and the liaison to the History of Medicine Associates. She also serves on the Library’s management team.

Margaret has been an asset to the Library and an excellent colleague. She will be sorely missed.

AMANDA SAAR NEW HEAD OF HRC

Upon the retirement of Margaret Johnson as the Head of the Library’s Historical Research Center, a search committee was appointed to find a replacement. Amanda Saar, currently the special projects librarian at the Library, was selected and will assume the duties of Head of the HRC effective January 1, 2005. Amanda has worked in the Library for 30 years in various positions. We are pleased to have a candidate with Amanda’s years of experience at UAMS to fill this position.
SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING UPDATE

NIH received more than 6,000 comments during the comment period for its proposal to enhance public access to NIH-funded research results (http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-04-064.html). The original proposal was to require that all NIH-funded researchers deposit copies of their journal articles in the National Library of Medicine’s PubMed Central (PMC) archives within six months of publication, but because of heavy lobbying from publishers and some associations and societies, the proposal was changed from “requiring” to “requesting” that articles be deposited in PMC. The proposal was approved by the US House of Representatives in the summer and by the Senate in November. Because of the large number of comments to be reviewed, NIH has postponed its original December 1 deadline for developing an implementation plan. Approximately 12% of the articles indexed in Medline are written by NIH-funded researchers.

BioMed Central (BMC), the largest open access publisher, has made much progress since its establishment in May of 2000. BMC highlights for 2004 include the following:

- Impact factors for BMC journals compared well with other journals
- Article submissions to BMC journals increased more than 100%
- The total number of BMC journals reached 126
- An average of 1.3 million articles were downloaded per month
- Over 100 organizations become institutional members of BMC, bringing the total number of members to 462.

For more information on scholarly publishing developments, see the hot topics section of the UAMS Library’s website (www.library.uams.edu/schpub/schpublish.aspx).
Due to budget constraints and the high cost of the print version, the UAMS Library has made the difficult decision to drop Science Citation Index. To ease the loss of this valuable reference tool, the following options are now available for individuals needing citation searches.

**UAMS Faculty, Staff & Students** may conduct the search personally or request a mediated citation search through Reference.

**Patron Search** – The Reference Dept. will provide a web page with a link to DialogSelect whereby the patron can search SCI, SSCI or A&HS and charge it to a credit card. The web page will include help sheets and tips. DialogSelect has a fill-in-the-blank form, is easy to use and incurs no Internet or DialUnit fees. There are no passwords, monthly fees or minimum charges. Conducting searches and displaying title lists of search results is free. Users are charged only for full records. As of November 19, 2004, the DialogSelect per record fees under Open Access for each database are:

- SCI – $7.45 each.
- SSCI – $6.95 each
- A&HS – $6.20 each

**Benefits**

- Patrons will be able to do their own online searches (including staff & students).
- Estimating final cost will be more accurate based on total # of records retrieved.
- Expanded access to other citation databases (SSCI and A&HS) will be available.
- Patrons can conduct searches at the immediate point of need.
- Searching is easier and does not require use of command language searching.

**Disclaimer** – Published articles occasionally incorrectly cite references. Incorrect citation information can lead to inaccurate results in # of times cited. Mediated searches done by librarians use more sophisticated search methods which improves retrieval. Please consult with a reference librarian if you have any questions. The Reference Desk phone number is 686-6734.

**Mediated Searches** – Searches conducted by reference librarian.

- **Basic Search** – Reference librarians will search SCI, SSCI or A&HS through Dialog and obtain the total # of times an article has been cited. Fees = A $25 base search fee will be added to any Dialog fees incurred. These will be charged back to the patron.
- **Advanced Search** – Reference librarians will search SCI, SSCI or A&HS through Dialog and obtain total # of times cited and pull down full records as requested. Fees = A $50 base search fee will be added to any Dialog fees incurred. These will be charged back to the patron. Note: The base search fee of $25 will be waived if the Basic Search has already been run for the same citation(s). The patron will only be charged for online connect time and per record charges.

**Benefits**

- Staff and Students will have now have access to mediated searches.
- Mediated searches will now include A&HS in addition to SCI and SSCI.
Librarians conduct the search using more sophisticated command language methods.

Non-UAMS Faculty & Students [part of the UA System]

Patron Search – Non-UAMS individuals are welcome to use our web page with links to DialogSelect and tips sheets.

Mediated Search – This option is not available to non-UAMS individuals.

Considerations

Other systems and resources occasionally provide “cited by” links/references. This is not an appropriate substitute for SCI due to the lack of their comprehensiveness and technical reliability.

DATABASE DESCRIPTIONS

SciSearch®: A Cited Reference Science Database is an international, multidisciplinary index to the literature of science, technology, biomedicine, and related disciplines produced by Thomson (ISI®). SciSearch contains all of the records published in the Science Citation Index® (SCI®), plus additional records in engineering technology, physical sciences, agriculture, biology, environmental sciences, clinical medicine, and the life sciences. SciSearch indexes all significant items (articles, review papers, meeting abstracts, letters, editorials, book reviews, correction notices, etc.) from more than 6,100 international scientific and technical journals.

SciSearch is distinguished by many important and unique characteristics. Journal evaluation and selection is conducted on an ongoing basis. Many factors are considered when evaluating journals for coverage, ranging from the qualitative to the quantitative. The journal's basic publishing standards, its editorial content, the international diversity of its authorship, and the citation data associated with it, are all considered.

Another important feature of SciSearch is citation indexing. Citation indexing allows for the searching of cited references. Since January, 1991, author abstracts, author keywords, and KeyWords PlusTM were added as searchable fields on SciSearch.

The Social SciSearch® database is an international, multidisciplinary index to the literature of the social, behavioral, and related sciences, produced by the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI®). Social SciSearch contains all of the records published in the Social Sciences Citation Index.

Social SciSearch offers some unique information retrieval techniques. In addition to the more conventional methods, Social SciSearch offers citation indexing, which permits searching by cited references. For records added since March 1991, author keywords and KeyWords PlusTM can also be searched.

ONTAP® Social SciSearch is available for ONline Training And Practice. It contains over 30,000 selected records from 1984 and 1985.

Arts & Humanities Search® is an international, multidisciplinary database that corresponds to the Arts & Humanities Citation Index. The database fully covers 1,300 of the world's leading arts and humanities journals, plus relevant social and natural science journals, and has additional records from the Current Contents series of publications. For records added since January 1991, author keywords and KeyWords PlusTM may also be searched.
OUTREACH NEWS:
SPOTLIGHT: AHEC Library – Jonesboro

This column continues the spotlight on Arkansas’ Area Health Education Center (AHEC) libraries that have a long tradition of providing services to AHEC faculty, staff and students. They also provide tremendous support to the surrounding medical community by providing library services to health professionals in their region.

In the fifth part of this series we place the spotlight on the AHEC Library in Jonesboro that is headed up by Karen Crosser.

History:
The AHEC in Jonesboro and its library both opened July 1, 1974. The original and present address is 223 E. Jackson; however, the library is now in the Annex Building at St. Bernard’s. Since 1974 there have been just two librarians: Peggy Blair who ran the library from its opening until December 31, 1996. Karen Crosser began at the library December 17, 1996 and has run the library since then.

The librarian at the AHEC in Jonesboro has a variety of responsibilities which include providing reference services, document delivery, interlibrary loan and Loansome Doc services, conducting database training and proctoring exams for distance students.

Librarian:
Karen Crosser began at the AHEC in Jonesboro in December 1996.

Personal Info: Born in St. Paul, MN
A.A. from Phillips County Community College in 1992
B.A. from Arkansas State University in 1994
M.A. in History from Arkansas State University in 1996

Community Activities: Volunteers with the NE Arkansas Humane Society
and First United Methodist Church

Hobbies: Genealogy & reading

Favorite part of the job: “I love the challenge of our Pharm-D Dr. Frank’s proverbial needle in a haystack. Searching is a great part of the job.”

Professional Memberships: Medical Library Association South Central
Chapter/Medical Library Association
Hospital Library Interest Section (SCC/MLA)

What has been your strangest request? “A young man wandered into the Library one day & wanted to smell the card catalog. They are gone from a lot of libraries.”

Patron Quotes: “We are truly blessed to have such a significant resource at our institution. We have a wealth of knowledge available through UAMS, our vast supply of periodicals, and medical text which enables our physicians, and students to have the most current, and technologically advanced learning environment available to enhance our educational goals. The unlimited connectivity and resources that we have allows us to have a knowledge foundation equal to that of the

largest centers of learning. Thanks Karen for all that you do for our Physicians, our students, our community, and for St. Bernards."
David L. Pyle, M.D.
VP Medical Affairs
St. Bernards Medical Center

"I'm a frequent user of the AHEC Library and it's services. I've found the library and it's librarian an invaluable resource. I use our association with AHEC and the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences as a recruiting tool for professionals to join (the) medical community. I appreciate deeply this resource and what it adds to my practice and our community."
Loverd M. Peacock, M.D.
Radiation Oncology
Ben E. Owens Cancer Treatment Center
Jonesboro, AR

"The AHEC-NE library is an integral part of health education in Jonesboro. It is a valuable source of information for Family Practice residents, faculty and UAMS students. The library is also frequently utilized by St. Bernard Hospital employees and Arkansas State University students. Major medical journals, current reference textbooks, and audio-references are easily available or can be obtained in a timely manner. The library provides a necessary and appreciated role in the community."
Dosha Cummins, Pharm D
AHEC-NE

Groups Served:

UAMS Residents, Medical Students and Pharmacy Students
UAMS Nuclear & Anesthesiology Students
ASU Nursing, P.T. & Social Work Students
Hospital Staff
Consumers
Physicians from St. Bernard’s & the Regional Medical Center of NE Arkansas
Health Professionals

Services Provided:

Database Training
Document Delivery
Loansome Doc
Interlibrary Loan
Reference Services
Proctor Exams for Distance Students

Technology:
AHEC librarians are provided with training and support for technology by the UAMS Library. They are included in UAMS Library's licensing agreements for databases and other selected electronic resources. With this assistance, the AHEC librarians have been able to increase their technology quotient and move many services and resources online. Using DOCLINE, OCLC and Ariel they can initiate and receive requests for articles quickly thus enabling a faster turn around.

The Jonesboro AHEC Library was one of the first to bring up their Ariel system - April 15, 2004.

Innovative Innopac Online Catalog System, including the Millennium Circulation Module

Medical Collection:
This library's collection includes 700 books, 125 Audio Visual materials and provides access to 150 journal titles in-house plus 5 computer stations.

Special Collections:
The AHEC in Jonesboro maintains a consumer health collection of books and online resources such as MedlinePlus via the web. These items are available for use by the general public.

The library also maintains a special collection of leather bound medical classics reprinted from the 1700 – Early
1900’s. This collection includes such esteemed authors as Osler & Freud and provides historical glimpses into topics such as midwifery, Foxglove, and the restoration of a lost nose.

**Hours:** Monday – Friday 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

**Photos:**

---

**Contact Information:**
AHEC - JONESBORO
Karen Crosser
Director, Library Services
Area Health Education Center - Northeast
223 East Jackson
Jonesboro, AR 72401
ph: 870-972-1290 / fax: 870-931-0839
e-mail: kcrosser@ahecne.uams.edu

**Counties Covered:** Clay, Cleburne, Craighead, Cross, Fulton, Greene, Independence, Jackson, Lawrence, Mississippi, Poinsett, Randolph, Sharp, White, Woodruff.

If you would like additional information regarding services available at the AHEC in Jonesboro, please contact Karen Crosser.
CLINTON SCHOOL OF PUBLIC SERVICE LIBRARY

Since the dedication of the Clinton Presidential Center in November 2004, more attention has been focused on the University of Arkansas Clinton School of Public Service (UACS). The Clinton School of Public Service will offer a Master of Public Service (MPS) professional degree and will accept its first class Fall of 2005. To support the program, the UACS Library will provide an inviting place for students and faculty to research. The UACS Library is located on the first floor of the historic Sturgis Building adjacent to the Clinton Presidential Center.

Recently, the UAMS Library helped organize the UACS Library website with the combined efforts of the Central Arkansas Library System, University of Arkansas at Little Rock Ottenheimer Library, and the University of Arkansas Fayetteville Libraries. The UAMS Office of Communications and Marketing is currently hosting the website. In addition to the specialized collections held at the UACS Library, the partner libraries will provide access to online materials and services to the students and faculty of UACS. For more information about the University of Arkansas Clinton School of Public Service and the UACS Library, see the following websites:

- Clinton School of Public Service
- Clinton School of Public Service Library

COURTESY NOTICES FOR BOOKS

The UAMS Library is now sending courtesy notices via e-mail to remind you of the upcoming due date for books you have checked out. If you have books checked out and haven’t received the courtesy messages, please update your Library record and include your e-mail address.

To update your record:

1. Go to the UAMS Library Home page
   www.library.uams.edu
2. Click on “Online Forms” at the bottom of the left-hand column
3. Click on “UAMS Library Registration Form”
4. Complete the form with your current information and submit.

If you’ve received a courtesy notice and wish to renew, you may do this online at:
http://www.libcatalog.uams.edu/patroninfo.

For more information, please contact Dena Plaisted (686-6743 or PlaistedDenaK@uams.edu) or Libby Ingram (686-6741 or IngramLibbyE@uams.edu)
NEW ACQUISITIONS
October 19 – December 8, 2004

Internet Resources (Connect through UAMS online catalog)


Healthy people library project [electronic resource]. [S.l.] : American Association for the Advancement of Science, 2004-


Dean, Laura, M.D.

TOXMAP [electronic resource] : online toxicology maps. [Bethesda, Md.] : National Library of Medicine, Specialized Information Services, 1995-


National Coalition for the Homeless (U.S.)


Hospice Net [electronic resource]. Hospice Net.

National Hospice and Palliative Care Organization [electronic resource]. Alexandria, VA : National Hospice and Palliative Care Organization, 199?-

Deglin, Judith Hopfer, 1950-


America's health [electronic resource] : state health rankings. Minnetonka, MN : United Health Foundation, c2003-


Circulating Books

BV 4501.3 P182h 2004.
Palmer, Parker J. A hidden wholeness : the journey toward an undivided life : welcoming the soul and weaving community in a wounded world.


QA 276 H865r 2004.

QT 18.2 P570 2005.

QV 736 An43t 2004.

QW 17 C719 2004.

QY 39 P140m 2005.
Pagana, Kathleen Deska, 1952-

W 4 Ar48t 2003 B777k.

Brittain, Anna Karen.

W 4 Ar48t 2003 B946p.

Burrow, Laranda Dionne Massey.
**The perceptions of daughters toward their mothers with mild fluent aphasia.** 2003.

W 4 Ar48t 2003 D587e.

Dillon, Jennifer Lee.
**Effects of hearing loss and amplification on verbal tests for Alzheimer's disease.** 2003.

W 4 Ar48t 2003 F216a.

Fann, Alice V.
**Auditory evoked potential study in patients with chronic low back pain.** 2003.

W 4 Ar48t 2003 W868r.

Wooten, Rebecca Herndon.
**A retrospective review of tracheoesophageal patients and their complications.** 2003.

W 4 Ar48t 2003 Z87d.

Zuo, Chunlai.
**DNA mismatch repair gene, hMLH1, in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma : correlation of epigenetic inactivation with patient survival.** 2003.

W 4 Ar48t 2004 B732p.

Branch, Temeka FaShawn.
**Parent and child congruency in rating pragmatic abilities of children with sickle cell anemia.** 2004.

W 4 Ar48t 2004 H242s.

Harris, Jaclyn Rochelle.

W 4 Ar48t 2004 P275i.

Patrick, Darla LaGena.
**The impact of three types of positive reinforcement on the improvement of articulation skills in children diagnosed with an articulation disorder.** 2004.

W 7 T374c 2003.

Thompson, John D.
**Compelled by data, John D. Thompson : nurse, health services researcher, and health administration educator** / William D. White, editor. New Haven, Conn. : Dept. of Epidemiology and Public Health, Yale School of Medicine, Yale University, 2003.

W 20.5 R272w 2005.

Reif-Lehrer, Liane, 1934-
**Grant application writer's handbook.** Sudbury, Mass : Jones and Bartlett, c2005.

Ramsaroop, Peter.  
**Cybercrime, cyberterrorism, and cyberwarfare: critical issues in data protection for health services information systems.**  
Washington, DC: Technology and Health Services Delivery, Health Services Organization Unit, Pan American Health Organization, c2003.

WA 20.5 UL3q 2005.

Ulin, Priscilla R.  
**Qualitative methods in public health: a field guide for applied research** / Priscilla R. Ulin, Elizabeth T. Robinson, Elizabeth E. Tolley.  

WA 950 M926s 2005.

Munro, Barbara Hazard.  
**Statistical methods for health care research.** 5th ed.  
Philadelphia: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2005.

WB 18.2 F213 2005.

**Family practice examination and board review** / Jason K. Wilbur ... [et al.].  

WB 18.2 M468 2005.

**Medicine** / editor, Allen R. Myers. 5th ed.  
Philadelphia: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2005.  
The National medical series for independent study.

WB 18.2 R314m 2005.

Reteguiz, Jo-Ann.  
**Mastering the USMLE step 2 CS (Clinical Skills Examination)** / Jo-Ann Reteguiz; illustrations by Moira McDonough. 3rd ed.  

WB 39 M349h 2005.

Marrelli, T. M.  
**Hospice and palliative care handbook: quality, compliance, and reimbursement.**  
St. Louis: Mosby, c2005.

WB 300 M786g 2005.

Moore, Stephen W.  

WB 320 P569 2005.

**Physical medicine and rehabilitation: principles and practice** / editor-in-chief, Joel A. DeLisa; editor, Bruce M. Gans; managing editor, Nicholas E. Walsh.  


WB 410 C617 2005.


WC 100 C769 2004.

**Control of communicable diseases manual.**  

WD 220 F676 2005.
**Fluids & electrolytes made incredibly easy.**

WE 725 Sp46 2005.
**Arthritis and allied conditions : a textbook of rheumatology.**
Philadelphia : Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2005.

WE 830 F423h 2005.

WG 500 R436i 2004.
**Braunwald's heart disease : a textbook of cardiovascular medicine /** edited by Douglas P. Zipes ... [et al.].

WG 810 M468 2004.
**Medical management of type 2 diabetes /** Charles F. Burant, editor.

WK 815 T343 2004.


WL 18.2 So81n 2005.


Souayah, Nizar.


_Souayah, Nizar._


WL 704 Es74 2005.


WM 270 J645m 2004.

_Johnston, Lloyd._


WM 270 Su16 2005.


WN 250 H382r 2005.

_Hendee, William R._


_Mettler, Fred A., 1945-._

_Essentials of radiology._


WO 18.2 Su81 2005.


WO 100 P937 2005.

_Schwartz's principles of surgery_ / editor-in-chief, F. Charles Brunicardi ;

WO 100 Su76 2004.


Kaufman, Raymond H.

WP 505 Sp36c 2005.
Speroff, Leon, 1935-
**Clinical gynecologic endocrinology and infertility** / Leon Speroff, Marc A. Fritz ; page design by Becky Slemons. 7th ed. Philadelphia : Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2005.

**Lever's histopathology of the skin.**

WS 141 C936 2005.

WT 150 C618 2005.

WU 101 B733a 2003.
Brand, Richard W., 1933-

WU 190 C616 2004.

WU 300 St96 2002.
WV 200 Su80 2005.
**Surgery of the ear and temporal bone** / editors, Joseph B. Nadol Jr., Michael J. McKenna ; medical illustrator, Robert J. Galla.

WV 270 G281h 2004.
Gelfand, Stanley A., 1948-
**Hearing : an introduction to psychological and physiological acoustics.**

WW 18.2 R326 2005.

WW 141 B293 2004.
**Basic ophthalmology** / Cynthia A. Bradford, executive editor.

Ward, William J., 1944-

WY 18.2 B496L 2005.
Billings, Diane McGovern.
**Lippincott's review for NCLEX-RN.**

WY 18.2 C432 2004.

WY 18.2 H671c 2004.
**The complete Q & A for the NCLEX-RN exam** / author [i.e. editor], Patricia A. Hoeffler ; contributing authors, Lois Walker ... [et al.].

WY 18.2 M469 2005.
Hargrove-Huttel, Ray A.
**Medical-surgical nursing.**
Philadelphia : Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2005.
Lippincott's review series.

WY 18.2 St85m 2005.
Stright, Barbara R.
**Maternal newborn nursing.** 4th ed.
Philadelphia : Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2005.
Lippincott's review series.

WY 49 C734d 2005.
Comer, Sheree.
**Delmar's geriatric nursing care plans.**
3rd ed. / Sheree Comer.
Australia ; Clifton Park, NY : Thomson Delmar Learning, c2005.

WY 49 UL7n 2005.

Ulrich, Susan Puderbaugh.
**Nursing care planning guides : for adults in acute, extended and home care settings** / Susan Puderbaugh Ulrich, Suzanne Weyland Canale.

WY 86 F282c 2005.
Fawcett, Jacqueline.

WY 105 EL59m 2005.
Ellis, Janice Rider.
**Managing and coordinating nursing care** / Janice Rider Ellis, Celia Love Hartley ; illustrations by Cathy Miller. 4th ed.
Philadelphia PA : Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2005.

WY 152 G326 2005.

WY 154 In9 2005.
**Introduction to critical care nursing** / [edited by] Mary Lou Sole, Deborah G. Klein, Marthe J. Moseley.

**Maternal-child nursing** / Emily Slone McKinney ... [et al.].

WY 160 T665e 2005.
Townsend, Mary C., 1941-
**Essentials of psychiatric mental health nursing.**

WZ 345 D295s 2005.
Davis, Martha, 1935-
**Scientific papers and presentations** / Martha Davis ; illustrations by Gloria Fry ; cover and frontpiece by Sheri Wheeler Wiltse.

**Reference**

READY REF DRUGS QV 772 F119.
**Facts and comparisons.**
St. Louis, Facts and Comparisons.

READY REF DICT W 15 P569 2005.
**Current procedural terminology : CPT** / American Medical Association.
Standard ed. Chicago, IL : American Medical Association, c1998-

American Board of Medical Specialties.
**Annual report & reference handbook.**
Evanston, Ill., American Board of Medical Specialties.

READY REF DIR WX 22 Am35 2005.
**American Hospital Association guide to the health care field.**
[Chicago, Ill.] : The Association, c1974-
READY REF GEN-HBK JK 421 Un3g 2004/05.

**The United States Government manual.**

**The Foundation directory.**
New York, Foundation Center; distributed by Columbia University Press.

REF GRANTS W 20.5 R272w 2005.
Reif-Lehrer, Liane, 1934-
**Grant application writer's handbook** / Liane Reif-Lehrer.
Sudbury, Mass : Jones and Bartlett, c2005.

READY REF STAT W 40 Am35m 2005.
**State medical licensure requirements and statistics.**
Chicago, IL : American Medical Association, c1999-

READY REF STAT WX 22 Am35ho 2005.
**Hospital statistics.**
Chicago, Ill. : Healthcare InfoSource, c1998-

**History of Medicine**

**Harvey A.K. Whitney award lectures 1950-2001** / published by the ASHP Research and Education Foundation.
Bethesda, MD : ASHP Research and Education Foundation, c2002.

Karlen, Arno.
**Plague's progress : a social history of man and disease.**